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Principles
Did you know...
Employers should take steps to ensure that their employees’ health is not impaired through working at Display Screen Equipment
(DSE). As with most health and safety issues the responsibility for safe DSE working falls equally upon the employer and
employee.

Responsibilities of the Employer.
 A good employer must ensure that “users” of any DSE workstation receive adequate information regarding the potential hazards
posed by the work and training in appropriate techniques to minimise the risks.
This will include the correct use of the equipment itself and its software, correct working practices in terms of posture, chair
adjustment, screen position, keyboard position etc and when and how often to take breaks. Different approaches may need to
be taken for the various different types of equipment (full size machines, laptops etc.).
 In order to ensure its individual suitability for the user, employers should undertake a full assessment of the workstation and
rectify any deficiencies which are thereby discovered.
Such assessments need to be carried out initially and then repeated if and when significant changes occur; significant changes
include relocation of the workstation, change of user, change of lighting etc.
 Risk assessments need to be carried out by suitably trained and competent assessors, documented and kept available for
inspection.
However, this does not preclude the use of self-assessment systems, check lists etc provided these are monitored by someone
who is suitably competent and any deficiencies remedied.
 When so requested, the employer should arrange for the user to have an eyesight test and meet the cost of this and of any
special spectacles found to be necessary for the users DSE work; in most countries the liability for these costs falls on the
user’s actual employer.

Responsibilities of the DSE User
 All employees have a responsibility under health and safety sense, if not legislation, to co-operate with their employer in health
and safety matters and to comply with laid down procedures.
 Users of DSE should therefore operate their equipment as instructed during training and during their workstation assessment
and assist their employer by completing self-assessment questionnaires when requested so to do.
 Where the assessment reveals a problem and corrective action is taken, the user should verify that the remedy is satisfactory.
 Users who experience any eyesight problems which are not resolved by taking normal short breaks should request an eye test,
which ideally should be paid for by the employer.
 Similarly, users experiencing musculo-skeletal problems such as pains in hands, wrists, forearms, neck, shoulders etc should
report this to their employer so that the cause can be determined and remedial action taken; early reporting is essential.

Workstation Risk Assessments
 Workstation assessments should be undertaken only by suitably trained and competent assessors, who may be either selected
employees or external consultants. All such assessors will need periodic refresher training e.g. to keep them up to speed with
changes in the Regulations, changes in equipment etc.
 Assessments should be undertaken initially (i.e. when the workstation is set up) and thereafter when any “significant”
changes occur. In this context, “significant” means changes of user, equipment, software, lighting, seating, furniture, working
environment etc.
 It should be noted that assessments are personal to the user and that as a consequence users cannot simply be swapped
around different similar workstations.
 Assessment details should be recorded and the assessment cannot be deemed to have been completed until any remedial
actions have been carried out.

Eyesight Testing Arrangements
 Eyesight tests should be carried out by a qualified optician/optometrist and the fee should be paid by the employer.
 Where the eyesight test reveals the need for spectacles solely for DSE work, the cost should be borne by the employer.
However the need for DSE only spectacles is probably quite rare and where the employee needs “normal” corrective
spectacles for general use, the employer’s liability is limited to the proportion attributable to the needs of DSE work.

UK legislation and implementation
All employers are required by law to comply with the Health & Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992/2002. These
require that for people who use DSE for a significant part of their working day (usually deemed to be in excess of 1 hour), and are
thus deemed to be “users”, employers should provide appropriate health and safety training in the correct use of the equipment,
provide suitable workstation furniture, provide a suitable working environment, and undertake periodic workstation assessments.
For the purposes of the Regulations, the term “workstation” includes not just the DSE itself but also the desk, chair, lighting
and working environment and “users” may include part time staff, agency staff, temporary staff and home-workers. Appropriate
records need to be kept and made available to HSE Inspectors when required.
The Regulations apply to virtually all types of DSE including that used for full-time, part-time, and occasional home-working,
laptops, and to hand-held equipment such as PDA’s and includes ancillary equipment such as mice, trackballs etc.
Full details of the Regulations and sources of further information, advice and guidance are given in the references below:
Under “Workstation Risk Assessment” above the UK regulations require that:
 Assessments should cover all the various point laid down in the HSE’s published “Guidance on the Regulations” Ref No. L22,
ISBN 9789717662951
Under “Eyesight Testing Arrangements” above the UK regulations require that:
 The need to undertake workstation assessments is not confined to the employer’s premises; assessments need to be carried
out for users who work at home, from home / on the move, and at the premises of others.

References
See Health and Safety Briefing No.45b for examples of self-assessment guidance and assessment recording forms: http://www.
theiet.org/factfiles/health/hsb45b-page.cfm.
The following publications give further advice and guidance on the legislation.
 HSE Leaflet “Working with VDU’s”, available from the internet http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg36.pdf contains lots of helpful
advice and Best Practice for working with DSE.
 “The law on VDUs: An easy guide”, HSG90 HSE Books 2003, ISBN 07176 2602 4. This is the booklet HSE recommends for
most employers with staff using standard VDUs in offices.
 Work with display screen equipment Health and Safety (display screen equipment) Regulations 1992 as amended by the
Health and Safety (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2002 Guidance on regulations, L26 HSE Books 2003. (L26),
ISBN 07176 2582 6. This booklet in HSE’s Legal series gives comprehensive guidance on interpretation of each part of the
Regulations. It includes the text of the Regulations themselves. It will be of most interest to employers who need to check the
detail of particular requirements, or anyone who wants advice on application of the Regulations to display screen equipment
other than ordinary VDUs in offices.
 Health and Safety of Portable Display Screen Equipment, HSE Contract Research Report 304/2000 - covers:
 Research into health and safety problems of using portable DSE equipment
 Desirable/undesirable features from health and safety point of view
 Key features of good working practice
Available on the web at http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/crr_pdf/2000/crr00304.pdf
All of the publications are available from:
HSE Books
PO Box 1999
SUDBURY
Suffolk CO10 6FS

These Briefings contain a summary of recent Health & Safety issues, provided for general information purposes only, and should
not be relied upon as legal advice. The IET has tried to make the Briefings accurate and informative, but they have not been
prepared by a lawyer and may not constitute an up-to-date summary of the law. The IET accepts no liability for your use of these
Briefings. Further details and information on broader Health & Safety issues can be obtained from the Government’s Health and
Safety Executive. Legal advice should be obtained on any specific issues.
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